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Christmas is often stressful for many, especially

when it comes to keeping track of gift recipients

and ensuring they receive something they’ll like.

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, UNITED STATES, August

10, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Sprint Data

Solutions Worldwide Marketing is a

marketing company ready to help any

business or charity increase its outreach’s

potential. For those organizations focused

on transacting with companies, business

postal mailing lists will fill all these needs.

These include relevant contact details such

as key decision-makers and their corporate

titles.

For the groups that prefer to have their focus

on the general public, the many consumer

postal mailing lists will be more useful. These

market databases have classifications

broken down by both geographic and

demographic metrics. Sprint Data Solutions

Worldwide Marketing is here to help any

business or charity with their B2B or retail

consumer marketing needs.

The Beginnings Of Sprint Data Solutions

Worldwide Marketing

Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing

came from an idea by the founder, a

disabled veteran. Once the duties of military

service had been completed, it was decided

to change direction, focusing not on military
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defense but on economic growth. The growth would

come from helping companies accumulate the most

important resource, more clients or customers. A

start-up was formed for this purpose, and today,

that same company proudly boasts staff with over

50 years of combined industry experience in the

marketing sector.

Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing first

entered the industry as the gears shifted.

Established, “analog” marketing techniques like

radio and television were still mainstays; digital

marketing had already debuted and made rapid

gains everyone noticed. The company’s initial point

of specialization was direct mail marketing, an area

that inadvertently taught crucial skillsets in data

acquisition, management, and analytics. Then

digital proved to be a major player, giving Sprint

Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing’s data-based

skills an early mover advantage. This quickly

provided significant gains for the company and its

clients.

Today, Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing

has greatly expanded its range of service past its

early limitation of only Las Vegas, Nevada. The rest

of the United States is now serviced, including

Alaska and Hawaii. Access to the rest of the North

American continent is also available, with databases

for the markets in Canada and Mexico. For groups

ready to go international, there are options to cross

the Atlantic and use databases for European Union

markets like France.

A Market For Gifts

Christmas gift baskets serve multiple purposes. While they are considered a holiday tradition

and are typically purchased and given only during this period, they also meet other needs. For

individuals and families, Christmas gift baskets serve to “cover all bases,” providing a wide range

of products that offer the recipient variety. This guarantees that even if a recipient—or recipient

household—doesn’t like one thing, other products may be of interest.

Perhaps more importantly, Christmas gift baskets can also be important for business. Sending a

gift basket, or multiples, to business partners and associates is both an economically sound and
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professionally networking positive action. It’s a

message of goodwill to other businesses and a

reminder to them of the existing professional

relationship and continued collaboration.

A Marketing Opportunity

Christmas basket givers present specific marketing

potential for different products and services. Those

that buy Christmas gift baskets are, at least for some

recipients, looking for a cost-effective purchase that

manages to be easily acceptable, if not as the ideal

gift, at least a welcome one. This also indicates a

willingness to explore less individualized, personal

gifts in favor of a more broad, curated collection.

This can also be important for businesses, which

may often allocate larger budgets for multiple

recipients. Sometimes, companies will receive a single basket to share among staff. In others,

groups of people within a single company will receive individual baskets. This creates a lot of

potential for businesses that can offer related products or services associated with these needs.

Find The Christmas Basket Givers

Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing has extensive lists for Christmas basket givers

throughout America. These databases can cover national-sized campaigns but can also be

readily scoped down if required. Concentrating on a specific region, such as targeting only the

Deep South, is possible. Of course, single states can also be marketed to, such as targeting

Christmas basket givers only in Florida. It’s even possible to narrow marketing efforts to a single

neighborhood within a town or city, like Thornton Park, Orlando.

Demographic breakdowns are also available for specific needs. Basket givers can be targeted not

just by businesses or individuals but even ethnicity such as primarily Asian-Americans. Religious

affiliation is also available on request, like targeting specifically Catholic basket givers. Financial

breakdowns are also available, such as marketing only to high-net-worth individuals.

Contact details given can be provided in numerous formats. For a standard direct mail campaign,

physical mailing addresses are provided. However, for digital marketing plans, email addresses

can be given. Telephone numbers for businesses and residences can also be supplied for

telemarketing strategies. It’s even possible to provide cell phone numbers for text/SMS-based

marketing campaigns.

Some clients interested in managing a direct mail campaign hesitate to take the reins due to a

lack of experience. 



There are turnkey direct mail solutions to assist in this concern. This special service takes clients

through the entire direct mail campaign process with guidance at every step. Starting with

concept and planning, material manufacturing and printing, and finally distribution with the

desired databases. Everything happens under one roof, eliminating the need to source for and

vet different vendors for the different stages.

If you want to find Christmas basket givers in the USA, contact Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide

Marketing. You support an American company owned and operated by a disabled veteran when

you work with us.

Anny Gallardo

Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing

+1 702-472-8668
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